International news
Iraq says world on brink of war
In an address to the United Nations, Iraq’s
foreign minister says the United States is
bringing the world to the brink of war. Page 5

Philippine uprising ’finished’
Planes bomb a military camp on Mindanao and
stop a rebellion, officials say. Page 5

Published for the University and
University Community by the
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications since 1934.

Homecoming time
The buildup for the Homecoming game
against Long Beach State has started, and
continues through halftime. Page 4

falls just short
After falling behind 35-21 in
the fourth quarter, SJSU
rallies for two touchdowns in
the closing minutes. Ralph
Martini threw four TD passes
but SJSU lost 35-34.
Pages 6 & 7

Coffee, anyone?
Come join editors of the Spartan Daily for
coffee 10:30 a.m. today in the Guadalupe
Room of the Student Union.
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Weather
Mostly sunny. temperatures in the
mid-70s to the low Fa,
Natitata/ Weather V,/
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Week dedicated to lesbians, gays Making a change
By Laura DiMastio

Daily staff writer

Gay and lesbian members of the campus community hope to enlighten people during Gay and
Lesbian Awareness Week 1990 starting today.
According to coordinators, the purpose of this
week’s events is to affirm gays and lesbians
within the campus community and attempt to
educate the campus at large. The motto for the
week is "Understanding Ourselves and Educating. Others."
"We chose the motto because it’s a synopsis

Monday through Thursday of Awareness
of why we have the week." said Awareness
Week there will he different events addressing
Week coordinator Martha O’Connell.
The week is sponsored by SJSU/Staff for gay issues. Panel speakers will he on campus
hulls idual Rights. and the Gay and Lesbian each day from noon to I:30 p.m. in the Student
Alliance will also sponsor other events. One’of Union and cost nothing to attend.
Monday will include a panel on AIDS called
these es enr. is d &ince in the Spartan Complex
women’s gym Foda). This is the first gay and "AIDS -- Directions in the 1990s" in the
Almaden Room. According to O’Connell. a prelesbian dance held on campus.
"We felt it is important to make a statement sentation will he made by Jim Mangia from the
by our physical presence... said O’Connell. List Bay AIDS Project.
"We’ll be touching on the inhumane way that
"We’re a part of this community and were not
going itti campus somewhere and hide. See GI L-1, page N

or neither?

Paper, polystyrene
Choice of cup
becoming topic
for discussion

Left Kirby. Canyon Landfill in south San
Jose lakes paper and refuse from Santa
(Tara ( Minty. Rehm. Nu Phillip’) uses a
paper cup from the slack in the Student
I Mon cafeteria.

Photos by Ann Nelson

staff writer

When two counterfeit 550
bills were passed at Spartan
Shops locations, it wasn’t until
the slightly yellowed, weathered
hills reached the vault that
someone noticed.
The people who count the
money. sifting through hundreds
of bills each night, discovered
them because they felt slightly
different, according to Dwight
Sur, director of the Spartan
Bookstore.
These slightly different notes
were color photocopies.
"’The bills are very real looking." Sur said. "From an outsider’s point of view it is pretty
funny. but it is not that easy to
detect."
For the bookstore, the
response to dealing with the
problem has been two -fold,
according to Sur. He said that
the bookstore has been
developing new training procedures. but has not instituted
them yet.
"We’re in the training formulation process." he said.
The other prevention control
that has been instituted by the
bookstore is to have certain hills
checked.
Carol Thomas. Support Services Manager for the bookston:
would not elaborate on what

By Leigh Ann Clifton
for Wikle. "paper is the lesser of
two evils."
Papei cups end up in landfills
and cannot he recycled because of
their %Med of poly -lined L’oaling
Gendreau said.
Bruce Olsiewski. lecturer ot
eliN4011111011:11 studies and director
of the Center for the Development

tt-cIs that "nothing
should go Unit landfills." as that
leads to problems like undergrotaid water pollution and potential Ines.
"Biodegradable plash,. is midi,
mg more than a IleNA tangled way
of perpetuating disposals The
plastic doesn’t just vanish." he

lir Rel.’cling.

Daffy staff writer

said

-II it an) he te,>i led. it
shouldnt be made.- Olsiew ski
contended.
lie advix..ates either developing
to recycle a product or
it
not using that product at all.
Olsiewski pointed out that lust
Nee PAPER, page 8

New IFC secretary eager, but a little uncertain
Marcel Schlupfer. newly
elected secretary for the
Interfratemity Council. can’t wait
to get his feet wet. hut it could he
more like a jump m the pool. as
he admits he is unsure of his new
role.
Although Schlapfer doesn’t
know exactly how he plans to
leave his mark as secretary for
IFC. he wants to begin
involvement and "get a feel for
the job" as soon as possible. he
said.
The position became vacant in
the first week of the semester
when Kappa Sigma’s Tony

Daily staff photographer

controls were in place. hut a customer spending a SI00 hill
Wednesday was briefly detained
while a supervisor was called to
check the bill.
Sur confirmed that certain
bills are checked but would not
elaborate on which ones are.
"We’ve established a benchmark." he said. "We can’t hold
up business to check every hill
because we have to also service
the customers."
Said Cashiering Supervisor
Lynn Moeller, "It’s a difficult
situation for the cashiers to deal
with."
Improving copy machine
technology has made copied
money a nationwide problem,
according to Patrick Morrissey.
Secret Service special agent.
because "it is a crime of opportunity."
"Normally. it is a lot of work
to create counterfeit hills." he
added.
Morrissey said the largest use
of these hills is in change-making machines and bars where the
lighting is not that good.
Monism:) was unable to provide infomiation on the progress
of the investigation of the 550
hills passed on campus.
The Secret Service. an arm of
the Department of Treasury that
handles counterfeit money
See RILLS, page 8

A.S. president getting
an executive assistant

mistaking it as timid and ixeitttal1k is e to the ozone laser
Is
%%hen t. ()mauling chlorolltionicar-

By Summit’ Ileicn

Ann Nelson

Narith I.eang and Sophat I.en receite change for a SIN hill
front cashier Paulette Miles in the Spartan Bookstore.

By Kevin Weil

the Student Cnion cafeteria and
upon arrival they are presented
with a choice: paper or
polystyrene cups.
When faced with this question.
Lessly Wikle. spokesperson for
the Student Affiliation for Ensironmental Respect (S.A.F.E.R.).
believes "it is an invalid choke.
I’d choose neither."
Wikle, a senior majoring in
communication studies would prefer to carry along her own mug.
The cafeteria offers coffee for
55 cents, a five cent discount.
when accompanied by a mug front
home.
But most students don’t bring
their own cup.
"The majority of the students
having the choice of paper or
foam, choose foam." said Michele
Gendreau. departmental operations manager of Spartan Dining
Services. She said in past an over% helming number of patrons
chose polystyrene.
Gendreau attributes this to the
fact that polystyrene insulates
warm drinks boo.
This semester Spartan Shops
phased out all polystyrene products and went to paper except for
hot L ups. even though -paivr is
ifs tut two and a half to three times
the (Aist of foam." Goldman said.
N%ik le sees pity sty rove products
hamiful if ingested hy animal,

Daily staff writer

API

Daily

By Jill Bryant

"It degrades but does not biodegrade." she said.
Wikle behest:s that paper cups
are not much better as a hy-prodUCI of bleaching paper cups white
is dioxin a known carcinogen.
They also don’t biodegrade and
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Bookstore rethinking counterfeit policy

Special to the Daily
Thirst drives many people to

boils iii hydnichlorofluonicarbons.
Stymie is also wasteful because
It uses petroleum. a ram -renew able
resource and cannot break down
into the ecosystem, according to

s

Mercado resigned as
iii lit t.
because ol an acatlemit
Phi Delta Theta’s Itri iii (
public relations chairman lot II C.
assumed the duties until a
replacement could he iiquo
S. Wavier
As IFC
will hit its on keeping up the
cormcd’s by laws middle minutes
id the meetings.
Schlapfer made the chime to
run for WC eecutive count il to
"get (Sigma Alpha Epsilon)
involved more." he said.
was eminent
Schlapfer
recorder for his fraternity which
prepared hint for the IEC
position, he said.
Also elected on Monday was Ken

Handler. tit Sigma Alpha Mu
vice president of
tratemity as
rush.
"I’se heard he’s illandler I a hanl
worker and cares about the Greek
system" said Chris Carpita. Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity president
and the last vice president of rush.
%Ice president tit rush handles
the advertising, hangs banner.,
mails pubhcations to incoming
heshmen and orgamies house
tours for spring and ball rush for
one year, according to Camila.
Handler’s job will plan for
spring rush of 1991 and continue
until after fall rush of 1991.
A difficult aspect of the job is
to ensure that ittsh remains free

from alcohol, according to
Catpita. "It’s very important."
(Mona said.
You have to he neutral." as
si_c president of rush. Carpita
added.
Carpttas role it ITC will
remain as a delegate for the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity.
Currently unrepresented on
eecuove council are ’Tau
Kappa Epsilon. Sigma Chi,
Kappa Sigma. Theta Chi. Delta
S11:111:1 Phi, Pi Kappa Alpha and
now Phi Cantina Delta because
Carptta’s term has ended.
according iii Cohn Clover. WC
prestdent.

A new eNetAllise assistaill to
Associated Students President

Aniete Washington was approved
Wednesday by the A.S. Board of
Directors.
JIM Manino, an open-unitersity
nansfer student to SJSU front West
Virginia University. applied for the
position after hearing it was open
and was Washington’s first recommendation for the job.
She "newt had the time before"
to get involt ed. she said. hut "student government has always interested me. ’
Washington said he is pleased
that the A.S. hoard approved his
selection of Martino, a dental
hygiene nut tot.
"There are things that need to he
done. I can’t continue to go to all
the meetings I’m required to go
to...I take this job seriously." he
said. "But it’s more than one person
should he carrying. Martino said Washington has
already discussed with her two projects he ’would like her to work on.
A designated drivers program
with local nightclubs Is something
Martino said she is enthusiastic
about. "I’Ye always been involved
with S.A.D.D (Student, Against

Drunk Driy mg i.
Washington would also like to
have Martmo work on developing
and implementing a diSt:OtIllt program for SJSt students with downtown businesses.
"It’s a fabulous idea.- Martino
said.
According to a current A.S. budget stipulation, work-study stu
dents, employees, open-umtersity
students and stipend -recipients
must, among other things. pay the
A.S. student fee of SIR in order to
work for AS.. Jennie Reyes. A.S.
said.
Before selecting Manino yesterday, the board made the decision to
waive the stipulation in het particular Lase. because she is an open university student and has not paid
the tee. Martino will receive a
monthly stipend of 5250 for eight
months.
In other decisions. the A.S.
board approved a decision to
donate SI from each of the tickets
sold tor a Oct 31 comedy show to
S.A.D.D.
The show, a performance by the
comedian Sinhad. has S.A.D.D as a
cosponmw. Tickets are currently on
sale thni Bass: S7 general. 55 students.
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CAMPUS VOICE ARISTIDE COLLINS

EDITORIAL

CSSA: Students, stand up for rights

Save our cultural arts
deally, a college education should
make a person more openminded.
The performing arts and unusual
cultural events are often able to
broaden horizons more effectively
than any classroom lecture.
SJSU students may not take
advantage of culture as often as
students at other institutions do. Much
of our commuting student population
probably doesn’t have the time or the
inclination to go out of its way for
such events.
But for those of us who are
interested, the Associated Students
Program Board has seen that there is
culture on the SJSU campus.
They have shown us cult film
("The Cook, the Thief, his Wife, and
her Lover" earlier this semester),
dance (The ODC San Francisco
Dance Company last semester), music
(ReggaeFest ’90, and Bob Mould
during the last school year), and
more.

dropped.
Program Board director Kaari
Peterson said, earlier this week, that
she is not as worried about the
possibility now as she was earlier this
semester.

1

Members were unaware of
Washington’s concern that
the Program Board may
soon become a money-losing
operation.
Peterson has since said that the idea
has proved unpopular.
But Washington is still concerned
about the Program Board’s revenue.
"I don’t think that (Program Board)
is a profit-making organization but I
don’t think it should be a profit -losing
organization," Washington recently
said, "There’s a fine balance between
offering a full service to making the
best use of the students’ dollar."
Though there are currently no plans
to eliminate any Program Board
events, we are not comfortable with
Washington’s attitude.
As the Program Board’s performing
arts director Lubba Markhoff pointed
out, no major ballet company in the
world survives without outside
support.
We will not be happy if Washington
allows his concerns about profits and
losses to make SJSU any more
culturally sterile than it already is.
Don’t do it.

any of these events do not
draw large audiences and
M do not make money but we
still feel that the funding of these
events is one of the best uses of our
A.S. fees.
This is why we were concerned
earlier this semester when A.S.
President Arneze Washington said
that some of these events may be

EOUCJI/4

Ts; IRAQ)
Fimuy, A CIVIICE
To UT NA/V.
Tfil* DAN WU
DE POE To liANK I
coUNRY.

California State University students
are facing a crisis in their institutions.
Classes are being cancelled, faculty
are being laid -off and more and more
students are finding it difficult to
complete a degree. This year. the state
cut nearly $1(X) million from the CSU
budget. In the past three years. the CSU
system has been forced to absorb more
than $165 million in cuts. Yet during
this period when the CSU experienced
budget cuts, student fees continued to
rise. The state is threatening its
historical tradition of providing open
access to public higher education, and
as students we have a responsibility to
regain the losses that are impacting our
educational opportunities.
The California State Student
Association is the statewide
organization representing the 360.000
students of the California State
University system. Since its inception
nearly 30 years ago. CSSA has
successfully advocated for students
before the state legislature. Governor’s
Office. CSU Chancellor’s Office and
state agencies that influence higher
education policies.
This year. CSSA was able to reduce
a proposed increase in student fees
from 25 percent to 10 percent, and
protected vital student services from
the impact of budget cuts. Additionally.
CSSA gained the Governor’s signature
on CSSA-sponsored Senate Bill 1645
(Dills) which extends the student fee
policy for public university students an
additional five years.
This policy was first developed by
CSSA in 1985. and provides for
gradual and predictable fee increases
by limiting the amount that fee may
increase each year. Without the
extension, this policy, students
attending California’s four-year public
higher education institutions would
have been forced to pay first-time
tuition, with fees exceeding thousands

We must work to
determine our own
late. We cannot
continue to sit
back and watch
our public
institutions fail us.
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of dollars per year.
Trends of the last decade have been
detrimental to students at CSU
campuses. In 1980. the State University
Fee was $160 per year that fee now
exceeds $700 per year.
And while student fees more than
tripled in the last ten years. the
Consumer Price Index increased by
only 70 percent. If the student fee
policy had not been in place the last
five years, student fees would have
risen even higher. In 1980. federal and
state financial aid grants were sufficient
enough to provide nearly 100(4 of the
financial need of eligible low-income
students.
By 1989. only one-third of the
93.000 eligible applicants for the
State’s Cal Grant programs received an
award. Student loans that were originally
established in the early 1970s to
supplement educational Costs for
middle -income students have now
become the primary source of financial
aid, thus forcing students to accrue
thousands of dollars in debt to attend a
public university.
Simply stated, students are
experiencing a deterioration of the CSU

o unbaksiced
,;14-loront4,e
%lanced

hi public higher education.
and
As classes are slashed or overcrowded.
faculty are laid -off and student services
become inadequate. We as students
cannot simply stand by and allow these
inequities to continue. We 11111,4 work to
determine our own fate. We cannot
continue to sit back and watch our
public institutions fail us.
CSSA is meant/ mg a statewide
campaign to inform our elected
officials about the impacts on students
from the CSU’s budget cuts. If y ou
want to bring about a change on your
your CSSA
campus. contact
representative in the Associated
Students ollice. :ind begin to organize
yourselves to etlec ti. ek impact the
decisions ()I the State Legislature and
Gmernor.
It is time for students to impact a
political system that has forgotten us
for too long.
We are at a crossroads. To do
nothing would he a disservice to
ourselves and to future generations of
student.
AriAride (’0//in ii
(141110111111
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Fullerton embarrasses SJSU again

Raul Dominguez

Spartan Daily

Forum page policies
The Spartan Dail-, provides a daily Forum
page.Contributions ti the page are encouraged
from students. stall. faculty and others who
are interested in the University at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the Editor
box in the Spartan Daily newsroom. WLN
104. during office hours.
Submissions may also he mailed to Kevin
Weil. Forum Editor. the Spartan Daily.

Department of Journalism. San Jose State
University’. San Jose, CA.. 95192.
Submissions must contain the author’s
name, phone number, address and major (if a
student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted
on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc.
All submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar,
libel, spelling and length.

.r

Editor.
This is the last straw. SJSU was
.igain embarrassed by the actions of
our president, Dr. Gail Fullerton. On
the front page. and on two full
subsequent pages of the Thursday
morning edition of the San Jose
Mercury News, there appeared a
news story exposing a fiasco where
nearly one million dollars contributed
to Annual Fund by generous Alumni.
actually ran $63.000 in the red.
Granted, it does cost money to
solicit money. But some are better at
it than others. Long Beach State was
able to net 74 cents for every dollar
solicited. If that were our case, we
would have nearly $740.000 added to
the fund.
In these days of massive budget

action. Dr. Fullerton has ruined
relations with some 01 our most
important and generous coniributiii,.
Contributors such a, Mr. And MI,
Alan Simpkins. Who h:IVC given oyci

$1 million. Many iii these people
won’t give again mud we get a new
president. And I can say I don’t
blame them.
So. I call for Dr. Fullerton to step
down gracefully as president before
the situation gets worse. She says that
she, " doesn’t plan to sta!, 1..111 mail
they take Iherl out on a stretcher."
Well. Dr. Fullerton. the ambulant e
has arrived.
R. bleu It(i) field
Proliiit iii .N( lelli
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cuts, the adinimvaration continues to
flagrantly
sA aste
funds
on
perpetuating bureaucracy and
bureaucratic jobs. Even if Dr.
Fullerton claims that the fund is
starting to make money, the damage
is done.
Dr. Fullerton has refused to
cooperate with faculty. and alumni
regarding this matter: stating that it
was none of their business. She
wouldn’t even release records
regarding the situation to the
Mercury. until they threatened her
with a court order. Obviously. she is
trying to cover something up.
Not only was this a big mistake
and terribly wasteful, hut we and
future students at this University are
going to have to hear the brunt of this
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Sparta( uide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center)
The deadline for entries is 10 a.m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event. Lim-

ited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
no phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
MEChA: Chicano-Latino student organization s general meeting. 6-7 30 p m Chicano
Resource Center. Wahlquist Library North,
Room 307 call 292-1897
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB: Meeting to discuss ideas and plans for future events. 5
pm Duncan Hall Room 208, call 924-5712
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: General meeting, public welcome noon -1 p m Sweeney Hall Room

331 call 35b -b489
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Information table people availaie to
answer questions about the society 9 a m
3 p m , in front of S U call 629-4403
ART DEPARTMENT: Student art openings
9 am -4 pm Art Building Room 133 call
924-4330
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Planning meeting. 6 p m Business Classroom Building
Room 207. call 298-2549
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Club workout.
5 30p m . South Campus track. call 9718764

STUDENT COMPUTER
SPECIAL
Start The Year Off Right.
No Offer Can Beat This!

GAY AND LESBIAN AWARENESS WEEK
Free Exhibit Hate When Will We End it
Student Union hours upper floor Panel discussion AIDS
Directions in the 1990s
noon -1 30 pm Student Union Almaden
Room, Candlelight march in memory of
AIDS victims. 6 30 p m . assemble in front of
Tower Hall. call 236-2002
SAN JOSE CENTER FOR LITERARY
ARTS: Reading by author John Edgar Wideman 8 p m Engineering Building Auditorium call 924-1378
ICE HOCKEY AT SJSU: No meeting or
skate tonight, next skate Oct 15. call 2466939

TUESDAY
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Club workout, 3
p m South Campus track Bi-monthly meet9ng
71 76i.87304 pm SU Pacheco Room. call
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY: Information table people availale to
answer questions about the society 9 a in
3 p m in front of S U deadline today for
new members. call 629-4403
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Wardrobmg Magic #310 9 am -430
pm AS Business Office in S U call 9245961

SAN JOSE STATE

The San Jose State University
FacultyAuthors Series Presents
Shelby Steele,

STUDENT-FACULTY SPECIALS

Author of:

The Content Of Our Character
A
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ART DEPARTMENT: Student Art Openings
and Lecture Series 6-8 pm call 924-4330
CHRISTIAN
ASIAN
AMERICAN
FELLOWSHIP: General meeting The Virgin Birth of Christ 7 pm, SU Almaden
Room call 275-1057
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time. 7 05 p m.. Engineering Auditorium
CRAooRmEE1R89pcuallN29:04G
-4249A
AND PLACEMENT:
Marketing your degree in the life sciences.
12 30 pm SU Umunhum Room Careers
for economic majors. 2 pm SU Costanoan Room. call 924-6048
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*Thursday, October 11
Reception and book signing 7-8 p.m.
Room 287, Engineering Building
*Reading, 8 p.m.
Music Concert Hall

Only $999.00
$1,029 27 far All
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Cornerstone Computers
2245 The Alameda, Santa Clara, CA. 95050
(408)241-2700
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will be at MIDNIGHT MADNESS?
Basketball fans, and anyone looking for a fun time especially
all those interested in becoming a MORRISON MONSTER.
Our student section is growing and so is their reputation.
Get in on the fun and be at MIDNIGHT MADNESS.

S2.10/9

a special student !wire and atinialile loan pinments. 111 mudein come w ith IBM !MIS
Micronoft inflows 3.11, :15 -inch diskette drive and
an IBM Mouse.

Thie season, student lOs will be checked at the door
One student ucket per ID-NO EXCEPTIONS.

I ndi viduals wishing to buy amnion ucketa may do so at MIDNIGHT MADNESS.
Orders must be paid for in full.

Be loud, be proud and be at
MIDNIGHT MADNESS!

Official Event Sponsor
KHQT HOT 97.7
11’
FOR MORE INFO CALL THE EVENT cENTER BOX OFFICE AT
924 -FANS
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Or call 408-452-4931 ext. 1102 to schedule a personal demonstration with one of your
Collegiate Representatives. Be sure to ask them how IBM’s Loan for Learning program
can help you finance your P5/2 at affordable interest rates.
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See the IBM PS/2 on display at the Spartan Bookstore.
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IMPORTANT NOTE FOR SEASON TICKETS;
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When is MIDNIGHT MADNESS?
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Prekwded soh ware.

Midnight Madness

If you

298-7722
NOT VALID WITH OTHER DISCOUNTS

There’s an IBM PS/2
made for every student body.

What is MIDNIGHT MADNESS?

*Grumps oft.. or more may order tickets beginning on Monday, Oct. Sat the Event Center lb. t Mice
Order. must be paid for in hill

DOWNTOWN

E. SANTA CLARA AT 11th

& BRAKE
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ACOUTUNE

Book Available at Spartan Bookstore
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Making it happen

Homecoming festivities set;
concerts and shows planned

Penn still
the same
State of Grace

Daily staff writer

Rating: R
Starring: Sean Penn, Ed
Harris, Robin Wright.
Director: Phil Joanou.
’Spartanhead’ scale is best of 5

"Rock*n in the 90s." this year’s
homecoming theme. began :kits ities Saturday October 6, with a
howling contest in the Student
Union games area. Homecoming
activities will continue until halftime of Satuday’s game against
.ring Beach State.

By Shellie Terry
Daily staff writer

Dan Ocampo Daily

staff photographer

Singer Tom Dunne and bassist Alan Byrne of Something
Happens play on Friday at the Student Union Amphitheatre.

Barr targets tabloids
LOS ANGELES (AP) Actress Roseanne Barr and her husband filed a $35 million federal
racketeering lawsuit against the
National Enquirer and Star tabloids
over their publication of purloined
love letters.
..
The suit against 4:r-tabloids was
filed Thursday under federal racketeering statutes charging copyright
infringement. conspiracy. invasior
of property and intentional infliction of emotional distress.
The U.S. District Court suit
seeks 510 million compensator)
damages and $2.5 million punitive
damages from the National Enquirer. Star and the publications*
owner. News America Publishing
Inc.
Last week. Elizabeth Taylor
filed a S2.0 million libel suit in Los
Angeles Superior Court against the
National Enquirer for alleged false
statements.
But Miss Barr and husband Tom
Arnold are seeking relief under th,.

federal Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations et, known
as RICO.
The couple’s lawyer. Theresa
M. Marchlewski, declined comment Thursday.
The - r meleteering
ktis ny .
ilCarrtiing (81.11,e8rtlit.

Enquirer’s alleged -participatUul
in a scheme to ohian the priY ate
papers and effects ,q celebrities by
inducing and pay mg perams and
emitics to steal such information
and transport it in interstate com-

to raise inn’ temperatures for Saturday’s game.

It) Amanda Brien

4A54)

Imagine. Sean Penn. a
cigarette
leather-wearing,
smoking. authority rebelling
punk. Amazing. huh?
Well, expect to see the
same-old nile from Penn in
"State of Grace" which
opened Friday night. The
only thing new about Penn in
this flick is his jet black hair.
The film Fey olves around
Terry Noonan (Penn). who
arrives in New York to join
his old buddies, the Flannerys. an Irish mob-like family.
"State of Grace" pretends
to he about Noonan who
helps the Flannerys plan
arson. beatings and stake
outs. To make Penn out to he
the star, the film centers
around his iaural conflict(
he’s really a good guy who
has to a lot (il had things.
The movie is really about
the Flannerys themselves and
now money and death tear
!Hun apart. Frankie Flannery
11,1 Harris) is the oldest
brother who plots killings for
his financial gain. Jackie
Flannery (Gary Oldman) is a
messed up young man who
would do anything for Frank.
ss hich eventually leads to his
death.
Noonan briefly sums up
he message of the trios ie. He
said. "You got vi air
and you got your reality and
hey ’re all f. d up.’
So. if >on don’t mind
pseudo intense moy ies with
kits of "splirt" and the ey erpresent f-words go see --St ate
111 Grace." it’a senti-complicated film with messages
to consider.

Although homecoming will be
without its annual street faire because facilties development on
Seventh Street. there will still be a
variety of other activities from
concerts to tailgates.
One of the more rockn activities is the noon concert series in
the Student Union Amphitheatre.
held three days during the week.
Tuesday Frank Joseph. a one-man
hand, will be on hand to get dancing feet moving. Wednesday. a
Redwood City group, "The
Rise." combines rockabilly and a
modern U2 sound to attract the
lunch-time crowd. Ending the
noon concerts is "Daddy-O," a
50s-type band, which will perform
on Thursday.
A variety show in Morris Dailey
Auditorium on Wednesday will
host at least seven acts, according
to Diane Avelar, the variety show
chairwoman.

Campus organizations. such as
fraternities and sororities, will participate in a two minute cheer, part
of a yell-test including the name
SJSU and the homecoming theme.

Matt Lawrence and Lynn Batchelor. last years homecoming
king and queen have an act in the
show. according to Avelar.
Aclar hopes for "a big participation les el from organizations
and a lot of students being there
jList watching." It is going to he "a
good time.** she said. There
also random pri/e drawings for
dience members.

Chosen by campus organizations. King and Queen nominees
submit resumes and letters of Iwoless S
inendation and

endure Intel s
Ending the week’s itch% ities is by judges Illade Up of S.ISl. alumni
the Spartan football game against :ind others involved yy uili the uniLong Beach State. kickoff is at ti Sersik
p.m. Traditional tailgates at South
After being narrowed down to
Campus will begin at 3 p.m. The
hand "Nostalgia" will perform in three candidates each, the king and
the tailgate area liar organizations queen muninees are chosen by the
judges based on one more grueling
and students attending.
inter’ iew that specifically focuses
**We expect that eseryhody is OD V, IR) they are, flirt what me(,
going to have a good time." said have done. said Nicole Anderson
Lenn Rosenberg. athletic adminis- last !. cal ’s homecoming chairpertration intern in charge of the north son
end of the soccer field marked for
tailgates.
Anderson. a homecoming queen
nominee. is optimistic about this
According to Rosenberg. al- year’s homecoming. "It’s going to
though most of the tailgaters wninll
a Plod
):)".’’ she
tithe in the east side of the field be- ix’
said.
cause of tradition. ;Ilmost half of
the seuth end is Idled. Four frater’T-shirts are available through
nities and seseral organizations the A.S. Business Office. cost is
have reset’s ed places although Stt. ith the "Rock*n in the 90s"
there is still emiugh space to acco- In
splashed avrm
modate !IX) more people.
Is, the &MU

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
11000

Songs and dances about IOC at
SJSU will be featured at the variety
will fill the stage as a part of the
homecoming am. is Hies.

During the halftime activities,
the Homecoming King and Queen
of 1990 will be announced and
crowned.

in just one week.

Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus

organization.
Plus a chance at
5000 more!

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
Is Full or Closed, For
Term Papers,
Homework, resumes,
& other needs...

This program works!
No investment needed.

FROM HOURLY TO
SEMESTER RATES
10% Student Discount

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

Computers To Go

ii

Call 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy, Sunnyvale

CLUB

little extra fire
in this week*, lestivities is a bonfire at South Campus, where the
Spartan cheerleaders will attempi
Hoping to spark a

merce

seeks the return
Vs mien
letters and outpourings of love and
affection to Arnold embodied in
four writings ... purloined and-or
published by defendants."
Excerpts of the stolen letters
were published in the Feb. b. 1490
issue of the Enquirer and the Jan.
30. 1990 edition of the Star. the
The couple also

Of

Miss

Bari s

private.

still said.

"for all student biking needs"

we
specialize

in mountain
\

bikes and road bikes

(tree Coffee for Students

open till 830 pm school nights’
if

131

E Witbam

no purchase necessary
we love students!

80 E. San Carlos
2nd and

3rd)

947-1333

Bound For
Success
Kinko’s binding services lead
to a strong finish for your term papers,
theses, report, organization materials
and much more. Just look at your variety of choices:
spiral binding
VeloBinds

card stock covers

clear aims

99t Binding
Oiler ’polies to spiral oc ValoBiod up to I’ Utica rah card stock
coon Ii participating Kink* t Copy Centers Doh 801 include Copied
Not valid loth any other War Ono coupon pot customer
Good through tior,t1292,

295-4.336
3t05 Third St
(Across horn McDonald’s)

295-5511
481E San Carlos 9
(Between 10th & 110,1

kiniars

lier..7
11111,141
" IIV4.77
74,k
7
th. .’ .

.,ott(071,

thurs. net 11

NEEDED!
Century Theatres needs petition signature collectors
to secure signatures from designated south San Jose
neighborhoods to obtain support for new theatre
project shown above.
DATES:
Now thru October 15th
Flexible around your
TIME:
schedule.
$1.(X) per valid adult
RATE:
signature plus free movie
passes.
Jim Keenan or
CfrsTArr:
Yvette Pavels
(415)885-H455

MAKE LOVE NOT WARTS

FRONTIER
WIVES
&TREE 1,00.5,8,..
EVERYDAY IS EARTH DAY
FREE WI STUDENT I.D.
CHEAP SHOTS $1.25
D.J. JULIUS PAPP

,res. nit
16

9pm

MODERN
ENGLISH

A Syufy Theatre representative will be available in
the Court Yard in front of the Student Union at the
following times.

Daily Monday through Friday
9:30 - 11:30 am
I :30 - .3:30 pm
Syufy Enterprises
(Owners of Century Theatres)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

the copy center
II OP mmmmmmmmmmmmmm MI

weduesd 4Ys

FREE WITH STUDENT I.D.
FREE CONCERT TICKETS

Between class, after class,
come to Blimpie and enjoy
a cup of coffee on the house.
(between

St. (between 3rd and 41h) 998-1618

ADV TIX

&8c

(14 -5’;:t ’r;’,-;"....;:"

$10 0 DOOR

DOORS 8 SHOW 9 21 & OVER
i WAYS 21 & OVEROPEN FOR DINNER 0 8PM WED THRU SUN
FREE PARKING ON 2ND ST. BY NAT’L GUARD BUILDING
2C0 N 1ST ST ST JAMES, SAN JOSE (408)292-2212
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Philippine militants ’finished’
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CAGAYAN DE ORO, Philippines (API
Government
planes Friday bombed a military
camp seized by mutineers who declared independence for the nation’s second-largest island, and a
military leader said the uprising
was "finished.
However, there were other signs
the rebels might be gaining support. About .150 elite troops joined
the rebellion because they were
angry over an air attack on their
garrison on Thursday, local journalists reported.
In Friday’s attack. ss itncsses and
military sources said two T-28
planes from Mactun Air Base in
Cebu bombed the garrison in BuWan, one of the two Mindanao cities seized Thursday by the mutineers.
Manila radio station DZXL. reporting from Butuan, said the
planes made more than 10 passes
over the garrison and set several
buildings on fire. One soldier was
wounded and rebel troops evacuated the camp, the station said.
Military Chief of Staff Gen. Renato de Villa confirmed the raid on
the southern island.
"For all intents and purposes,
the pocket rebellion ... is finished.** de Villa told reporters in
Manila. "What remains to he done

’We will crush these pretenders as we did before,
for our people will never support their naked grab
/or power.’
Corazon Aquino,
president
is simply to recover the camp and
neutralize their forces. ... If they
put up a fight. it is unfortunate hut
they will he defeated...
Before the raid, rebel leader
Col. Alexander Noble altered to
negotiate with the government but
had received no response. He had
seized the garrisons in Butuan and
Cagayan de Oro without firing a
shot and then declared the island’s
independence.
President Corazon Aquino, who
has survived six coup attempts during her four years in office, urged
troop, to v, its: out the rebels.
"We will crush these pretenders
as we did before. for our people
will never support their naked grab
for power," she told a business
conference .
After the bombing. Noble remained in control of Camp Evangelista, headquarters at the 4th Infantry 1)1% ’sum in Cagayan de On.

Rwanda capital shelled;
French help maintain
control
appeared ri
ic ic I

Were

N. \1ROBI. Kenya (AP) -hurt.
Small-arms and artillery fire
"It looks like the French.
broke out early today around the
Belgians and Rwanda militias
capital of Rwanda. six days
have things under control." the
after a rebel force invaded from
diplomat said. "However, the
neighboring Uganda. radio restreets still are not safe.**
ports and foreign officials said.
In Pans. the French Foreign
The source of the gunfire was
Ministry said a second denot immediately known.
tachment at 150 French soldiers
However, diplomats from Kiwas being sent iii Rwanda today
gali. Rwanda’s capital. said the
in addition to the 150 Foreign
gunfire had died down later in
Legionnaires dispatched earl ict
the day. and French and Belgian
The ministry said it wants to
forces were helping Rwandan
ensure that any French citizen in
forces maintain control of the
Rvianda who vs ishes to leave
city.
can do so. Haviever no evacuaRwandan President Juvenal --tion-wder %vas
’Fhere are
:ay afternoon
folloessiminiana.
ht.11 men in
a,P-07 4.(
:O&M* braiiii.s .11:111(inVkide.
Wan a.
said government ti ’ices Were in
Radio France Internationale
"full control" of the situation
said the French Embassy in Kiimwere
figures
No casualty
gali was arranging far 200
mediately available. Diplomats.
French citizens to tly out at
interviewed by telephone on
Rss anda. perhaps as early as toLlli)(tliit,ii ill anoti ’tiny. said ii
night.

The port city is about 500 miles
south of Manila, the capital.
But military transport planes
flew in and out of the city’s airport
throughout the day. bringing in
loyal troops and heavy weapons
apparently in preparation for a
showdown.
Military officials in Manila estimated Noble had about 200 troops
and 6(X) civilian supporters in Cagayan de Oro and 200 in Butuan.
about 70 miles to the east.
"I’m waiting (to negotiate)."
said Noble at the camp in Cagayan
de On, prior to the bombing. "It’s
the people who should decide what
to do with Mindanao."
Aquino’s administration has
come under increasing criticism in
the congress and press lOr its stewardship of the nation’s shaky economy and failure to deliver basic
services.
Noble was formerly chief of

stall at Aquino’s guard force, but
he turned against her and joined a
coup attempt last December.
He later fled to the jungles of
northern Mindanao. where he organized a private army of Higoanon tribesmen renowned as ferocious fighters. Last August. the
military launched operations to try
to capture Noble.
Noble said he wanted talks with
Nur Misuari. the self-exiled leader
of the Moro National Liberation
Front.
The front is the main Moslem
guerrilla group, which has been
waging a 20-year-old struggle for
self-rule. Mindanao is the home of
the 5 million member Moslem
community in the Philippines.
In Jiddah. Saudi Arabia. a
spokesman for the Front refused to
say whether his group was inoft ed in the rebellion.
In Iligan. a major Mindanao industrial city 500 miles south of
Manila. about 150 elite Scout
Rangers from the 23rd Infantry
Battalion declared their allegiance
to Noble because of an air raid
Thursday on their garrison, said
local journalists who visited there.
Military officials said government planes fired on the camp
while attacking and destroying a
rebel helicopter.

Iraq has new explosives;
blast-effect weapons can kill
Iraq
LOS A’s( ti I I’S (AP)
has high -explosive devices that
pack the equivalent destructive
power of small nuclear bombs, a
newspaper reported Friday..
The tuel-air explosives. or
FAEs, have 10 times the power of
,onventional esploso es and create
a huge fireball and shack wave
over a concentrated area, without
the radiation tallout associated
is ith nuclear weapons. The Los
\ ,cles Times reported.
h’s not your garden-variety
5542,1114m." said Henry Sokolski of
I ie Pentagon’s international security art airs office. ’’TheY43 are
hlasi CI I ect W capons. and’. what
’iiLant sec 4::In kill you. Military officials say the United
States has no ready ylelense against
the esploso es that etnild devastate
,,i1 fields. air bases and troops. the
I WS% spaper reported.
.\ Fs can be launched as bombs

from airplanes or as warheads on
missiles.
Pentagon officials said U.S.
forces would have the most difficulty defending against a missiledelivered warhead, but there is no
clear evidence Iraq has the ability
to mount the explosives on missiles.

U.S. bringing world to war,
Iraq foreign minister says
torce Iraq lo withdraw tram Kuwait. The United Nations also imposed a trade embargo on Iraq and
allowed other nations to use tinec
to uphold it.
The speech said the United
States and its allies are manipulating world opinion to conceal Kuwait’s identity as part of Iraq until
1913. when’Britain "undertook to
sever Kuwait from Iraq."
"The United States is seeking.
in a dangerously coercive manner.
to impose its hegemony over the
world." Aziz said.

liNFULD NA [IONS 1AP)
Iraq’s foreign minister Friday accused the United States and its allies of bringing "the entire world
to the brink of a devastating war"
in a guest to gain control of the
Middle East’s oil.
In a prepared speech. Tufty Aziz
said the U.N. Security Council
was hypocritical when it penalized
Iraq for its ins asion of Kuwait
while allowing Israel to continue
occupying Arab lands seized in
1967 and 1973 wars.
He proposed that all Middle East
problems "Palestine. Lebanon,
the gulf and others" be considered on the same basis.
An Iraqi envoy was to read the
Aziz speech to the General Assembly this evening. A text of the
speech was obtained in advance by
The Associated Press.
Aziz did not come to New York
to deliver the speech because the
United States denied landing right,
for the plane the Iraqi delegation
has used in the past, proposing instead that Aziz take a commercial

We don’t just cut
your hair...

The foreign minister said in the
speech that America and its allies
"are seeking to gain control over
the oil reserves in the gulf so as lit
have a free hand in manipulatinv
the needs of the world, and especially the needs of the peoples at
the Third World, for this important
commodity."
He accused Iraq’s foes of deploying "fleets, aircraft anti
ground forces in the region in
way that has no parallel in contemporary history, thus bringing the
entire region. nay the entire world.
to the brink of a devastating war...
Iraq invaded Kuwait on Aug. 2.
prompting the United States and
other nations to send tens of thousands of troops and scores id
warships to the gulf in a bid to

We’re obsessed with it!
20% OFF
for SJSU
students
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with hair

947-8404
520 S. Second
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BUY 6 CD’S &
GET 1 FREE(

ST.RESTRCTION8
APPLI
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puter into the least possible space:16 say
nothing of the least possible price.

(Available at Spartan Bookstore for $3,333.00!)

A low price that includes not only a
keyboard and monitor,

NOW,YOU
RIGHTGET
Two
CANHRousis FOR
THE PRICE ON E.
OF

but eight megabytes of

Last year we made over14,000 students
Wall Street lycoons in the...

memory,a built-in 2.88-megabyte floppy disk drive and
Ethernet. In
addition, the
MN [’station conies
with a 105-megabyte

hard disk, onto which %%I’

uric

NeVI’mair and

Digital Webster.’" So all you have to
do is plug it in and you’re ready to
go to worklinu even get a free trial
subscription to NeVEWORID"
magazine. to keep you up to date.
Best of all,we
will send a free copy of the exi Lioiranaiv
spreadsheet program. I aitus [Ivan ’fa Sh95
value) to everyone who purchases and
registers a l’ScX.I’station. ISeXiCube or 040
upgrade board before December31. 1990,
muklrit even guess where you could
makc a comparable purchase. But we can
this one. Check the spa(
below to find the Irwini.
of sours amptis resellc

IAL DEFECTIVE

scholarship award of $25,00o
Imagine cashing that check’ Top
winners receive weekly national
recognition from I 5.5 TODAY.
You can follow the ,urrent
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Al &T 800 Service line to
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bus and sell stocks "Give me
New York. and American Stock
can lead to Fame, a great Bahamas
$851.000 worth of SARA LEIExchanges
will
give
you
Brokers
tan, and a 25.1510 tartune
and another $50,000 worth of
up-to-thexecond quotes And exe- no% to enter or to get S u ri.if
ATM Siiu start with a fictitious cute
your
orders
Monthly
state
8500.001) brokerage Account
free broehtire
ments will keep sou inlormed
your
fortunes
of
Cass Scholarship /wards
Registration deadline:
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Real Prizes
*NI
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3rd
1.50
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4.111111
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cash scholarship assardS. trips
61T,
3.0011
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2085
to the Bahamas, And hundreds
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11111
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0114
50
me
1 000
pion I’M More than 1.1100 w inns r% in All YOU can win a cash

Enter this year’s competition
and you’ll become a Wall street
tycoon, buying And selling shicks
with your own SM111.000 brokerage account If you’re the best
trader at the 5111.1 of this national
stock market iompetition, sou’ll
he cashing a check for A very

package that includesWriteNow,

tell you exactly where to nial

November 1, 1990 to February 28,1991

111

stalled a rather formidable software

Mathernaln

Collegiate
investment ChallengL:

Come and experience the
NeXTstation...
Demonstrations of the
NeXTstation will take place
at the Spartan Bookstore on
Wednesday, October 10,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

$49.95

Co spaossimil by

(I_

I Call T
The Bahama,
II USA
1.5j
TODAY Ministry of Tourism
The AT&T Cooping inmonent Challenge Is produced and manacled by Wall Street Games Inc 40 Grove Street Wellesley. MA 02181
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Women golfers increase
lead in OSU tournament
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP)
San Jose State’s Tracy Hanson
shot a 3-over-75 but increased her
lead to five strokes in Saturday’s
second round of the Lady Buckeye
Fall Invitational at Ohio State.
Sunday’s results were not available at press time.
San Jose State increased its lead
from two to four strokes as firstround runnerup UCLA dropped to
a three-team tie for fifth.
Arizona was second at 621 followed by New Mexico State, 626:
Tulsa, 627; Kentucky, Georgia
and UCLA, 628: Florida, 630;
Furman. 631: Arizona State. 634:

Hoops tickets
go on sale

Indiana, 639; Ohio State, 644;
Penn State. 647; Auburn. 655:
Wisconsin, 660; Michigan, 667;
Michigan State. 677; Purdue. 683;
and Nebraska. 695.
Hanson’s two-round total of 145
was five strokes better than Tulsa’s
Terri Thompson. Kentucky’s Delores Nava. Arizona State’s Lynne
Mikulas and UCLA’s Elizabeth
Bowman were tied for third at 151.
Ohio State’s Tammy Dougan
and Tulsa’s Kelly Robbins were
tied for sixth at 152.
Robbins, Florida’s Julie Foster
and Nebraska’s Joanne Brooks tied
for low round at two-over 74

Hassey helped Welch succeed
BOSTON (AP) Ron Hassey
can take some satisfaction in Bob
Welch’s ascention into contention
for a Cy Young Award.
Hassey, 37, was behind the
plate for everyone of Welch’s 27
victories this season, one in which
Welch pitched his way into a frontrunner role in the American
League’s Cy Young race. Hassey
will be Welch’s catcher for the
67th time in 69 starts when when
Welch takes mound for Game 2 of
the AL playoffs Sunday night.
"He’s gotten to the point where
he understands exactly what he has
to do." Hassey said. "He concentrates better on the hitter at hand.
He’s not thinking about the next
one or something three innings
away. Bob had a tendency to wander on the mound. That has been
eliminated this year
Welch. 33, neer won more
than 17 games in a season in 11
previous seasons, first with the Los

Angeles Dodgers and now with the
A’s. He has credited pitching
coach Dave Duncan with helping
him improve his mental approach
to pitching.
"We talked about a number of
things," Welch said. "During
catcher’s meetings it seemed that
everything I was talking about was
negative. We discussed that I
needed to pay more concentration
on each particular hitter, rather
than worrying about other things."
Hassey has played a key role in
helping Welch develop his approach with every visit to the
mound. He’s seen a clear change
in the excitable right-hander this
season.
"There were times (in years
past) when I would be talking to
him and he’d be in another
world." Hassey said. "I mean his
thought pattern would be completely different from what I was
thinking "
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hard isn’t enough anymore. Creative thinking
is what sets winners apart.
The Amiga computer was designed precisely with that thought
in mind. It handles routine
tasks, then lets you
go all the way to
innovation and
invention.
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TED ZEPPELIN
MAXMILLIONS M/C
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FLAME
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10/28
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PSYCHEFUNKAPUS
INKA INKA
DENNIS ERECTUS LIVE’
DRAMARAMA
THE UNTOUCHABLES
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Whatever you can
imagine, Amiga has the
power to produce. Easily.
Its built-in technology is a major
advancement in a computer of
this size and price range.
With a mouse and simple
icons, Amiga combines a full color
display, full stereo sound, graphics,
3-D animation, video capability
and text as no other computer can.
It has the power to run software sophisticated enough to
manipulate vast amounts of data,
as well as the creative genius to
create the complete score for an
orchestral composition.

We deliver todas, what
others promise tomorrow.
Amiga was designed to keep up
with you, from schoolwork demands through career needs.

S411S. FIRST ST.
SAFI FOSE, Ot
(408)280-1435

.irds later on the left side of the
held. [Its run set up a Cal touchdon n. loch nit them up 35-21
late in the game.
"I ha+ e to see that one again
myselt." White said. "It was like
a flashback of being in at Crespi
High Schooh. There. my theme
was to go sideline to sideline.
That’s what makes good hacks into
is hen they can do a
great hacks
lot of things."
The Spartans saw White do
plent!..
they weren’t happy
about it.
"I hate to say it because he
(White) is so cocks, hut he is
quick.’ said Spartan nose guard
Bob Bleisch. Blow!) said White
came out before the game taunting
the Spartans. "I really wanted to
get a goi.I lick on him."
Wall .1,-e said C’al’s running
domination it+ er the touted SJSU
defense
shiotck
think is’611,1 to’ 1
dkt)hheitsnt.e’’’l the.
said. I hes said we couldn’t run
on them, hut they aren’t as good as
we thought . . . the game
shouldn’t haxe been ;i ehisi is It
was.’’

MAKE UP
YOUR OWX
MIND.
AMIGA.
Amiga doesn’t just improve your work.
It improves your thinking. Just working

10:30 I’. M.

INFERNO

MONSTER

SJSU basketball tickets
will be available to the public
as early as today. with certain strings attached. All this
week, students in groups of
10 or more can purchase season tickets at the Event Center box office. Valid student
ID’s must he shown for each
set of tickets.
"Midnight
Madness"
kicks off the basketball season in style on Sunday. At
midnight of the 14th, students can join coach Stan
Morrison in a preseason rally
at the Event Center. There
students can purchase individual season tickets.
Season tickets for the
1990-91 season cost S32 per
student. Beginning Monday.
Oct. IS, individual game
tickets will be available to
the public.

Shea’s ’46’ alignment had
worked with success in the SparSJSU’s no- tans’ first tise games this season.
BERKELEY
yardage defense was finally During a two-+eek span. the Sparstopped.
tans held Paoli): and UNLV to a
The defense that came into Sat- combined 11 yards on the ground.
urday ’s game ranked third in the
SJSU held Stanford star runner
nation against the rush was rocked Glya Mdburn to 37 yard+ last
for 325 yards by Cal on the ground week. In 1.61. before Saturday the
at Memorial Stadium in Berkeley . Spartans had let only one runner
Several Spartan players said eart- get more than 100 yards this seahier in the week that the Golden son %%hen Washington’s Greg
Bears would be held to negative Lewis ran tor 137 in the second
yards. hut Cal had other ideas in game the season.
their 35-34 win, which dropped the
But Cal fr mini a way io get
Spartans’ record to 3-2-1.
through SJSt r. Or by them.
Cal’s double-tailback attack of
The rotating White and Wallace
Russell White and Anthony Wal- had little trouble N, ith the Spartans’
lace ripped throuh the SJSU de- attack ---it just ran outside.
fense as the pair each ran for user
The niftiest Cal run was sup140 yards in the game.White ran plied by the sophomore White.
for 162 yards on 18 carries while
The ads enture started on the
Wallace had 143 on 34 attempts.
SJSU 32. :ind looked like it was
"We expected them to run, and about tt) end 61th \\ lute being
we felt like we had defensed the forced out ot hound, )0,, itt no gam
run well," Spartan head coach at the right hash mark. But he
Terry Shea said. "We didn’t antic- changed directions.
ipate the game being controlled as
One step from the sideline.
v, ell by the run. I thought our edge White turned across field is WI only
was our ’46’ defense against the two blocks and ended up being
run. but today wasn’t to he."
knocked off the playing field 27
By Bill Williamson

Daily staff writer

MEET THE FUTURE
OF CREATIVE THI\ KING

Ali)‘.

THURSDAYS
BEFORE

By Rand) Robertson
Dadv staff writer

Cal runners dominate SJSU
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You’ll find standard what other
people make optional. As well as
sophisticated technology that
doesn’t exist on comparably
powered and priced computers.

Creative educational
discounts make Amiga
an easy decision.
The Amiga Education Purchase
Program for college and universit
students, faculty and administrators, offers a wide range of fully
loaded, specially bundled hardware
systems, with a complete system
starting under VOW All include
a one year limited warranty and
AmigaVision:’

The best way to make up your
own mind is to try Amiga.

on the future of computing.
Sure, some people buy what s
standard. But we think you can
make up your own mind, and
choose your own best course for
the future. After all, isn’t that what
college is all about?

IGA

’THE COMPUTER FOR THE CREATIVE MIND:"
okonwnesore

HT Electronics
346 West Maude Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 737-0900

Stop by your Campus Authorized
Amiga Dealer and get your hands

t immt )(tom and the( r’mmrelide Wren. ’mestere(’ irarkmarks otr (omit Kit ire I ’Kindles
(- 14411( i immt Awe thisuuss Mao tunes,
( iimmlutore Amiga, Int The ( omputer kir the ( reative Mind is a trademark of r omrnosiore.Amiga. no
1.1111 NM. Program at A/ I S (91) Irk es and other terms of this Prtuttem are whit, it,lt flange ss mend mirk 1.
Pm es under the t
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Late Spartan rally fails
on missed two-point PAT
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

BERKELEY
A missed twopoint conversion attempt late in the
game ended the SJSU football
team’s comeback hopes as the
Spartans lost to Cal 35-34 Saturday
afternoon.
With SJSU down 35-21 with
less than six minutes remaining.
quarterback Ralph Martini engineered two scoring drives to bring
he Spartans within a point. However. Martini’s pass to wide receiver Gary Charlton on the conversion attempt was incomplete.
Martini and SJSU head coach
Terry Shea said that the Spartans
would not have gone for the tie.
"Coach Shea and I talked about
it when we were two touchdowns
behind," Martini said. "We knew
we would come back and we knew
what play we would run."
- "That’s just the way we play.
We play to win. We just came up a
point short, said Shea, who was
an assistant coach for Cal the last
three years.
Martini added that the Bears,
who played in man-to-man coverage most of the game, switched to
a zone coverage for that play.
"We needed a time-out. (SJSU
had none remaining) It is a lot better to play against man than zone. I
checked the play and called an audihle at the line."
The Spartans (3-2-1) were put
into that situation after Martini
completed a three-yard scoring
pass to running back Maceo Barbosa with 4:27 left in the game to
cut the Cal lead to seven.
After the Spartan defense
stopped Cal (3-2) on three plays,
running back Sheldon Canley
caught a 53-yard touchdown pass
on the next play to pull SJSU
within one point with 2:28 remaining.
On the day. Martini completed
13 passes in 33 attempts for 300
yards and threw for four touchdowns for the second consecutive

Dan Ocampo

Daily stall photographer

Quarterback Ralph Martini (right) and the Spartans were down,
but not out, until the final moments. Above, SJSU safety Anthony
Washington grabs the jersey of Cal quarterback Mike Pawlawski.
week.
However, the Bears countered
with a 325-yard rushing performance sparked by Anthony Wallace and Russell White.
Wallace rushed for 143 yards on
34 carries and two touchdowns.
White added a touchdown, carrying the ball 18 times for 162 yards.
"They did a good job running
the football," Shea said. "I
thought our edge was our 46 defense against the run, hut today it
was not to be."
SJSU entered the game with the
nation’s third ranked defense. That
did not bother Cal. Wallace called
the Spartans’ defense "overrated."
"It is hard to share between the
two (Wallace and White)." said
Bears head coach Bruce Snyder.
’But I know if you can run against
an eight-man front, they do not
have any other answer.
SJSU had the answer early with
three scoring drives in the first
half, taking a 21-14 lead on a 26yard touchdown catch by wide receiver David Blakes.
Cal came right hack on the next

drive and tied the score on a fouryard run by Wallace.
The Spartans were able to overcome early problems. Punter Eric
Negrey fumbled a snap at the two
yard line and Cal scored on the
next play. Wallace scored on is
two-yard run to give the Bears a 70 lead only 56 seconds into the
game.
SJSU then sandwiched two
touchdowns around a Bear score.
Barbosa caught a three -yard touchdown pass on a drive set up by a
65-yard pass reception by wide receiver Bobby Blackmon.
While being tackled. Cal quarterback Mike Pawlawski completed a 31 -yard touchdown pass to
split end Mike Caldwell.
The Spartans came right back.
driving 80 yards in four plays as
flyback Leon Hawthorne scored
from four yards out. The di lye was
aided by a 67-yard reception h),
tight end Bryce Burnett.
In the second half, the Spartans
had the chance to cut the Bears’
lead. However, Spartan kicker
Raul De la Flor missed a 33-yard
field goal attempt.

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now,
Save your teeth. eyes
and money too
Cleanings and once
visits at no charge
For brochure me
AS office or call
1-800-655-3225
MAKE A DIFFERENCE in the Ille ot
Volunteer
mentally III person
your friendship 3 los wk Training

Winchester Blvd San Jose i r 2
mile south 01 2001 Call 296-6161
WHOLESALE
VIDEO GAMES
Nintendo Genesis TG16
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT

unnecessary flashy
movements and to
achieve quick
direct results You
will learn detailed
theoretics! appli
catMns
practical street
wise lighting
techniques Lessons
are taught using
traditional one on
one methods Women
and run are
encouraged lo apply
Mon and Wed 7.9pm
51 560 202
Situ Steve Wong
291 1644

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS, ducks boats bah.,
era motorhomes. by FBI. IRS
DEA Avelloble your area now,
Call 160516627555. Est C1255
117 MUSTANG 1.11 2 dr 4 cyl stick
11111 396 miles em tm cassette
clean Owner moving owe*.
55200 Do 736-2979
85 LINCOLN TOWN CAR Signature
Series’ Excellent condItion like
new’ Must sell SR 750 oho call
Dave or 746 1060

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER REPAIR
Data recovery hardware
upgrade* Software con
suiting LOW PRICES’ Alm,
mile of accessories
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420K Santa Clare Sr
between 9th & lath Sr
behind SJSU garage
Monday Eriday 6 PM 0 PM
Sat Sun IOAMOPM
Cell 294 1515

FOR SALE
AUTO HEAL TH IFF HOME
SIM* F ern, Insurance Co
MORY N STAB
799 Hamilton Ave 5 J
Cell 766 3012
MATTRESS SF TS’ New twin
US frill 995 queen 11143 irom
5186 You poi hoth pieces C hest
beds daybed* bunkbede 1911
MM.*.
mirror
op Dresser

BEDS

headboard
earl

$199

Foul piece bedroom
Clue, ot drawers

1415)715-0900
ergo .election 115 die
count er 150 purchase Bring Mi.
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 5

FUTONSr .

LOOKING FOR STUDENTS
to work on an on -campus
marketing protect tor major
companies Must be personable
end outgoing Escellent earnings’
Call Jeanine Amy ar

DRESS A TIARA headp.c. Never worn’ White sire
12 14 paid SI 000 asking 05000’
beet otter Call LYN .1 246-9130 or

(500)592-2121
MODELS
ACTORS

WEDDING

1115)364.0116

GREEK

San Jose Slate

This Chinese sell
detente system was
formed to *Imo.re

miles 10 SM. S320.0
tkas Cell 971-2550

for more into VISA MC
Call Now 14151375-8000 or
M08)259-8000

Your the ONLY soy For

TON ROC
me"

DUPONT MODEL MANAGEMENT
is Notching tor all
types and ages to represent
for TV commercials films
videos cartel.ua and runwey
work No Nur or training
mg No fee Not a school
Or workshop EVERYONE MUST
VISIT OUR oneol-a-kind

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
CAMPAIGN with
CALPIRD
to strengthen the
federel clean alt act
and ropes. BIG GREEN"
5200-5300 per week
Full & part time
Call JAMES at (415)323-5364
*tett
CARE
COUNSEI OR DIRECT
needed at lore, reeKlenlial .0111 lies for young adults 8 ad.. cents re autism & ’Matted disebili
tree FT PT position. Neil Sled
16-16 25 hr Call 446-3953
DISHWASHERS NEEDED Mod Thum
eves Smell wow plus dinner
212-7303 DELTA GAMMA Nero’
iry
EARN FAST CASH TODAY’
S7 50 $18 hr
Flexibte hours for students
no door-to-door or phones
1*15 San Carl.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

Prop

Call 296-6096
sok tor MO /I Herrera
103 Enforcement Campaign’

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY".
Comm Reel Estate Co
looking for data bank aseletant
30 hr. week Call 436-3622

GET INTO A great industry dela & tele
Near Spartan
communications

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT"
Many
positions
Work a month -home a month
Cell 1109) 5a2-7555 eel S-I062
PRODUCT MARKETING MOT
SPOrte minded people needed to,
Santa Clara onice management

position
esury we

John at .3-1881
engl
Sales
AVAILABLE
JOBS
naming ercounting and edmlnitJapa
1111Inguale
tralkrn
Call
lee
No
nese English
PERSONA at 153-05415
JOSS NOW TEL ’MARKETING" Polito
cal research Pam rime tumor.,
BA 50-87 SO to Cell BARBARA et

9307

run through
leper sales training
program If accepted we will assist you with your resume Interviewing skills and placement ea
sitance Positions are employer
paid Requires good communica
non skills Call BRIAN COPE at
EITP for an interview 1415,275-

First Downs
Rushes-Yards
Passing Yards
Come AT -Int
Total Net Yards
Funties-Lost
Sacks-Yards Lost
Penalties-Yards
Possession Time

13

34
0-35

cal
31
69-325
160
15-32-2
485
4-3
3-8
6-50
37 07

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING SJSU Carney 23-95 Martini 4-9 Hawthorne 3-4. Barbosa 2-2 Negrey 1 -I -Ill Cal Wallace
34-143. White 18-162, Zormalt 7-26 Pawlawski 10+
61
PASSING
SJSU Martini 1343-1-300 Cal
Pawlawski 1512-2-160
RECEIVING
SJSU. Blackmon 4-112, Canley 257 Brooks 2-22 Barbosa 2-6 Burnett 1-67 Blakes
26 Charlton 1-10 Cal Treggs 5-42 Woodall 3-47
Caldwell 3-42, Dawkins 1-14 White 1-5. Randolph 1-5
Zomalt 1.5
PUNTING
SJSU Negrey 7-386 Cal Keen 530 2

ut111-

nn

AAAlli Too many reports and not
enough 1.47 LET ME 00 THE
TYPING’ Resumes term papers

SERVICES
EDITORIAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring, consultation billow/1
plot materials and editing services Find draught preperation
14151541 5036

SHARE 2 BDRM APT ’or pool exercise
on laundry, no pets kids en*,
OK S400 mo, 5150 dep 955-9609’

FRENCH TUTOR MA in Emrich col
lege level teaching Nurrence

SJSU-7110 S I Ith Street 2 bdrm. 2
bath remodeled and very clean
Ampb parking. 5750-S600 mu
Laundry on Mts. security buikl

294-2624
PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH
Enhance your natural beauty’
Have natural looking beeutilui
eyebrows -lips -cheek & the
’usury ot sensuous eyes

Mg. bicycler/wk. Call 2136-9157
2 BORM APT 2 blocks Porn SJSU
Underground parking recreation
room, pool, laundry room FREE
cable TV. $200 001st month s rent
II In by OCT 1st The Village Apt.

Cell by December 261990
r.erve 15% discount
for students & faculty
621 E Campbell Ave . I7

295-6893

call 379-3500

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday mumps at
6 30 8 9 00 PM Campus Christian
Center 10th & San Carlos For
more into about other imtivities
call Father Mark Weary or Sister

TRAVEL

Judy Ryan at 296-0204
EL ECTRO1 YSIS CLINIC" Unwanted
hair removed forever Speculum
confidential Your very own probe
or Mbmenble Call 247-7496 335

8720
WHERE DO VOU
want to go177 Haw.
046.1111C 0 Europe LI 5
lower r
Make your Chow.*
plans NOW’
Carr 997 3647 end au

Baywood Ave San Jose
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning al 10 AM at
Campus Chrretian Center 10Ih &
San Carlos For more information
about activities call Rey Norb

for ARLENE’

TYPING

Firnhabor et 296-0204
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS" Interested in forming
boxing dub, Call 229-7549

pm. resume’
We can type It EAST and NEAT
with LOW RATE tor students
As low as S2 page’
Cell now’ 942-0191 923,3956
inflow Pauline

Earn money tor your Imiernity
sorority club or business by sell
Ing silk screened T.Shirta
your demon or moo

theses. etc Grad 8 undergo.
Aut.le days eves & weekends
by appt Lau, Printer Call ANNA
at 972-4992

English

ENGSALESPERSONS
WANTED
LISH SPANISH bilingual only No
FlesibU
miperieme necessary

Immediate Interviews
With Regular Raise.
Full Time or Pert Time
No FirperlenceNecesury
Vangurd is looking tor
friendly people to work
el safe secure high tech
companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp mare, uniiorrn vocation
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GALA: Week scheduled
to commemorate gays
From page
many AIDS patients are treated and
how often they are neglected
because of their disease." said
O’Connell.
At 6:30 p.m. Monday a march
in memory of AIDS victims is
scheduled to start in front of Tower
Hall and proceed to the University
Chapel. The march will commemorate AIDS victims in the SJSU
community. O’Connell said this is
the first time there has been anything on campus in honor of people
who have died of AIDS.
Tuesday’s scheduled events
include a panel in the Guadalupe
Room of "straight" parents and their
gay or lesbian children. Both the
parents and children will discus
how they reacted to and dealt with
homosexuality.
On Wednesday keynote speaker
Maria Gil de Lamadrid from the
National Center for Lesbian Rights
in San Francisco is scheduled to
discuss political aspects of guys and
lesbians. The speech will be held in
the Costanoan Room.
Thursday’s itinerary shows a
panel. "Gay and Republican?" also
in the Costanoan Room.
O’Connell said Thursday’s panel
should be the most provocative.
"This is our most controversial

event," she said. "The popular
assumption is that most gays and
lesbians are Democrats, or should
The panel will discuss whether
there is a place for gays and lesbians in the Republican party.
According to O’Connell. the city in
California with the highest number
of registered republicans is San
Francisco which is also known to
have the highest number of homosexuals.
Each panel presentation held will
be followed by a question and
answer period for audience members to voice their opinions.
According to GALA members.
Awareness Week has a strong effect
on them.
"It’s a chance to learn things ourselves from panel speakers." said
GALA co-president Patti Fahey.
"Also, it spreads awareness and we
gain visibility."
Awareness Week coordinators are
encouraging "straight" people with
questions or concerns to attend the
activities also.
"I don’t want to just preach to the
converted," said O’Connell. "In
order to get our civil rights we have
to convince a majority that we
should have these types of events."

Insurance is big hit on the street

Bills:
Policy
changes

LOS ANGELES (AP) Parents of young gang members and
other children exposed to street violence are snapping up low-cost
life insurance policies designed to
soften the blow of burial and tuneial services,
One insurance salesman said
door-to-door sales efforts in some
of the city’s most gang-plagued
areas were paying off.
"We are doing fantastic business." said Magdy Barsoum. an
Inglewood district manager for
American National Insurance Co.
Parents. Barsoum said. "are
finding out that a lot of young kids
are dying from gangs, shootings
and accidents. We pay out S70.000
to S80.0(X) a month on ’violent
deaths."
The $1.0-a-month policies typically provide front 55.000 to
SI 0.0(X) coverage. Though small.
many are bought sinipl to cushion
funeral and burial costs that average 54,0011.
Barsoum said his lo agents se :ill
ne,A,PaPers for news of drisei,,

From page I
investigations, has been
working with color-copying
companies to develop bills
that cannot be photocopied.
By 1991 all notes will
have two new features to
help prevent this problem.
Morrissey said.
One will be micro-printing
around the edges of the portrait that will be too tine for
the resolution of copiers to
reproduce. Morrissey said.
"The printing on a counterfeit bill will simply appear
as a fuzzy area around the
mug." he said.
The bills will also incorporate a thin, clear plastic strip
embedded in the paper the
money is made with.
Because copiers work off
reflected light, the light will
pass through the strip, creating a light area where the
strip is located. Morrissey
said.

do not outweigh the advantages of
using polystyrene in this application."
Clarke hopes that the university
will propose a recycling program
for foam as there is a polystyrene
recycling plant in the East Bay.
Federal law prohibits styrene from
being turned back into a food packaging devices other than egg cartons. Potential chemical hazards to
food from the recycling process can
be blocked by eggshells. Clarke
said.
However.
Clarke
said
polystyrene can be recycled into

FAHRVERGNUGENF

things such as plastic cassette cases
and cosmetics holders.
As for using petroleum. Clark
said "less than three percent of all
oil coming into the country makes
all the plastic in the U.S."
In terms of ozone depletion.
Clarke said that "polystyrene cups
are not made with CFCs." but
they are made with less damaging
hut still dangerous HCFC’s. pentane and butane.
He did acknowledge that some
companies do still make plastic
products like furniture and car seats
using CFC’s.

AHRVERG

"I have neser heard ill an insurance company actisely seeking out
a market like this.- said Gene
Grabowski, spokesman for the
Atilt:tic:in Council ,it hie insurmice in Washington. "But it
sollIld, like they are being smart by
pro iding a need."
American National spokesman
Dan Wood, however, said officials
with the Galveston. Texas-based
company headquarters don’t ap. ..to satc type
cilwilii.li%Lirct:
s thy truth
Pn’’’slc(ttiefirile
f
ti
illiI
of marketing
nued.- he said -.1 .hat’s certainly
not the stas vie LIU business, never
has been.’
Still. Barsouni has some sailslied customers. Gne. Darry I Red21. purchased a SI0.000 pal icy ill July itier seeing "too many
dii se .by
si:IIitittitoiii i-any people get
si.Li
shot.- Rediord said. " ’I leaven
prevent me from getting caught in
a cross -tire, hut this insurance will
bury me it I do."

Leaders begin to shape new nation
BERLIN Oh -- For the first
time in nearly sis decades. German
lawmakers met in the Reichstag
building Thursday . elated by unit notthe
cation hut reads to get
business of shaping the new nation.

Paper: Options for improving the environment by
choosing beverage containers that are eco-friendly
rom page I
because it can be recycled doesn’t
mean it is."
"Landfills are created so that
nothing degrades in them, because
for anything to degrade they need
light, moisture and oxygen," said
Robb Clarke, assistant professor of
industrial technology/packaging.
Like Wikle. Clarke feels the best
alternative to the foam or paper
issue is toting around a reusable
container.
When forced with choosing.
Clarke feels. "the benefits derived
by going to a more costly paper cup

shootings and other gang violence.
articles in
then move quickly
hand to the afflicted neighborhoods and try to sell.
Such crime stories are "one of
our hest soucfor customers." Bursown said. "We e the newspaper
out with us and say. Took here.
your kids are in danger.’’’
The tactic leaves sonic insurers a
bit queasy.
"This is not the kind of practice
we would support or what our code
of ethics outlines as an appropriate
Combs,
practice.
said Beit
spokeswoman for the Calitornia
Association of Lite 1’inlet tiers.
"It is inappropriate 10 111:1!. on
peoples fears. 1.ite instaance Is il
product to be sold to
need, not on what their tear, :tie...
Combs said.
the prat:Othets. howeei
lice can pros ide insurance coverneigh totem
s
Lye to residents oi
borhoods who others). Ise cannot
afford prelliluMs set h territorial
rating. ss Inch often pioduces high
rates in 10» income atea,

According to Clarke, plastic
industries within the United Stales.
Canada and Western Europe are
working hard or a !Aiming agent.
necessary to create any plastic
foams, that still have minimum
negative 01 eels on the environment.
Wikle advocates asking if the
there is a need to use these disposable products at all.
"The ultimate message that
SAFER. would like to send to the
consuming student is don’t consume." Wikle said,

se -.Sion one day
alter units hroneht together hh-1
Si from the West and
deputies
who will
144 trom the Last
make up the tinned parliament
until elections on Dec 2.
Parliament Speaker Rita Suessmudi opened the session. St el’
the lass inakeis hi the
nes% ly refurbished chamber deco-
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Mat u
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HAIR PRODUCTS

WITH COUPON
20% OFF
with student, faculty, and staff ID
expires 10/31/90

Nexus, Sebastian, KMS, Paul Mitchell, Joico, RK,
Mastey, L’anza, Redken, Focus 21, Aveda, Rusk, Biolage,
Matrix, 1mage,and Hayaski.
17 W. San Fernando St./San Jose, CA 95113

products:

convIently located downtown

Niof AHPVEFC,rJULIf NF

between First & Market
OPEN MON.-FRI.. 9-6 PM SAT. 9-5 PM
For Appt. call (special appts. available)

279-9694
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MY FAVORITE
MODEL?
CABRIOLET.

r71

0

0

Fashion Design senior Gerardo CantO’s
1988 Volkswagen Cabriolet fits him
perfectly.
"As the creator of a line of women’s
clothing called ’Fashion Panic’, I’m always
driving my lovely six-foot fashion models to
shows and photo shoots.
"In my Cabriolet, all of us fit comfortably.
There’s room for cameras and tripods. And
we look fabulous."
If you’re ever at the University of Texas
in Austin, look for Gerardo driving his
Cabriolet. He’ll be the guy with the well dressed ladies riding in style
Experience all the Fahrvergnugen and
convertible fun of Cabriolet at your
Volkswagen dealer
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IT’S WHAT MAKES

A

CAR

A

VOLKSWAGEN

If you drive a Volkswagen, you might be selected to
appear in an ad like the one above Send your story and
photo to Volkswagen Testimonials. 187 S Woodward,
trian 48009
rir
Suite 200 P

F./
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